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one leafs through it, one is
likely to get immensely
inspired by what Narayan
"Bob" Rupani has managed
to pull offl\^/ith due
blessings from the Hlundai
God, Bob has shor,vn rather
elaborately that one can use

ones vocation actively for
'fun on the job' by getting
this bookpublished and
having a ball while it all
came together through
research, travel, co-
ordination and assimilation.

TIP's interest in this book
is probablybecause the
places covered in this book
are very scenic and lend
themselves to immense
photo graphic opportunities.
Many prominent reserves,

temples, Iandmarks and
touristy sites have been
covered along with lesser

knor.tn, but equally
fascinating stopovers and
drive-throughs.

The idea of presenting
twenty-five thought-out and
test-driven routes works well
for those tired of "travel

agent" packages but not

quite equipped or ready for
random traveling. Obviously
one can tryhis or her or,r,rr

permutation- combination
from the destinations
covered. Ofspecial
importance are the data
sheets provided with each
itinerarythat show a rough
road map alongwith the
distances between each
point covered in the route. At
the end of the day, each
journeyis going to be very
subjective, but with such
ready reference you canlt go

wrong.
As a package the book is

well researched, colourfi.rlly
illustrated with a variety of
images, manybyBob
himself we are told, and
compact in size in spite of
being a treasure-house of
data. Some maycomplain
that the data is not extensive.

I would say that additional
data can be found online
and from the numbers/URls
provided in the book itself; it
wouldbe physically
impossible to list everything
from twenty-five extensive
journeys. Each journey could
well lend to a couple of
travel books in themselves!
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In concluslon
The main appeal of this book is the variety, or
'bptions" if you will, it offers. For the average
reade! one of the twenty-five destinations, rather
' journeys'l should be extremely do-able.
And applause for the designers of this book, little
nuggets take this reference book to a different
level. For one, the colour gradation across *re
pages gives a kaleidoscopic feel to the entire book
and it neatly segments the book into the relevant
categories. Plus the information is organised and
accessible in a sensible way.
TIP would recommend this to all readers-
travellers or armchair dreamers! Cm
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